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Abstract

The problem of producing natural language sentences expressing given
semantic information is briefly discussed in terms of a general processor
which takes linguistic information as a possible 'program' and produces

natural langUage sentences for input expressions containing information
in a neutral format.
The most remarkable aspect of the approach is that the production process
is directed by semantic factors and based on case frames instead of the
usual phrase structures.
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The goal of the research reported in this paper is to construct a theory
about the way in which natural language is being produced.

By the production of natural language we do not mean the generation of a
sentence from an initial symbol by succelively applying the derivation
relation on the basis of some generative gremmar, but rather the realization
of a mapping from information cOntained in a store into sentences of some

natural language.
To realize this goal we will not only construct an abstract model but we will
try to design and implement a general language producing mechlanism, which takes

as data linguistic information about a target language, and as input information
in a language free format. The output is a sentence in the target language
expressing the information from the input. Seen in this way the production
mechanism is a processor which tqkes a grammar as a possible program.

Schematically:

information

===):i> natural

)>

language

expression

to be communicated

linguistic

information

The paper is organized as follows. First we describe the linguistic assumptions
and the organization of the whole system. Then we deal with each aspect in some
more detail. Finally we discuss experimental results of the implementation.
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1. LINGUISTIC ASSUMPTIONS
Language is produced in order to convey information about objects in some universe
of discourse, Information in this context will mean to specify

properties

of the objects under consideration, so we make abstraction from externalizing
purely sein-i§'DtiB~nformatian.

Let us call a 'bundle' of properties a concept and let a predicate be the
name of a concept. We furthermore distinguish between
(i] concepts being attributes (unary predicates)
(ii) concepts being relations (n-ary predicates), where the elements involved

in a

rela~ion

ore said to fill the case slots associated with the relation.

As a communicat-i_on consists of a series of interrelated properties. it must be

decided
(i) how each property will be externalized, that is the wordform corresponding

to the predicate,
(ii) in what order the properties will be realized.
It turns out that both points are depending from particular factors, and we will deal
with these factors now.
(1) Communicative function
The first key to the realization of a concept in natural language is the fact
that each concept that occurs in a communication process has a particular role
or function in this communication process.
We see three main roles:
(i) a concept can be used to introduce

(=

name) an object

(ii) a concept can be used to specify more information about an object
(iii) a concept can be used to further modify or amplify other concepts.

Let us call such a role a communicative function. To know the comm·unicative function
of a concept is important bec:ouse it will dilte'l'mins
(partly) the way in which the concept will be realized. In particular it
determines
(i) the part of speech of the concept (we call this the functional signal)
(ii) (for modifiers) when the concept will occur in the sentence (before or
after the unit it is modifying)
(iii) (for relations) when the associated case slots will be realized [before
or after ths predicate)
(iV-l (for modifiers) whether or not the features of the unit which it is
modifying have to be taken over.

(It

is so that with each concept a list of

features is associated, containing information that is expressed by means
of the wordform, such as gender, number. etc •••• This list is passed to

other

wordforms in certain situations. In English e.g. from the concept realizing the
subject to the concept realizing the main verb, In German this happens e.g.
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from the concept introducing an object (as 9 noun) to the concept modifying

this (as an adjective).)
To make thB .i.ssue more clear, we give some examples

Qf

the relation between

the communicative function and the pqrt of speech/word order,mastly for

English.
a~·

(i) The part of speech used to introduce an abject is

attached to nouns follow the

nou~

case slots

itself. (The predicate is therefore in

prefix position)
(iil The concept introducing a noun can be modified by
(a) an attribute, then an adjective is used as part of speech and it comes

(in English) before the noun it is modifying, compare
l. a written text (was input for the system)
and not
2.*a text written (was input for the system)
(The star indicates ungrammaticalityl
(b) a relation, then a preposition or participle is used and it comes (in English)
after the noun it is modifying. The case slots which are associated with this relation
come after the predicate, compare

3. a text written by John (was input for the system)
4.• a written by John text

"

"

5. • a text by John written

"

"

"

"

Note that these matters are language \dependent.
e.g. 1. In Dutch (and in German) relations modifying a noun can be placed before the
noun as in
6, sen door Jan geschreven

(a

by

t~kst

....

John written text) •..

The case slots should here come before the predicate.
e.g. 2.In French the attributes are not necessarily placed before, but rather after
the noun as in
7. un texts Scrit ....
and not

B. un 8crit texts ..•
(iii) Modifications of attributes modifying nouns are expressed in terms of adverbs

and they are placed before the attributes they are modifying, as in
9. a well written text ( ..• J
Concepts·

modifying attributes modifying

~

noun, which are themselves relations,

do not seem to occur.

(ivl Modifications of relations modifying nquns can take both forms
(a) being attributes adverbs are used and placed before

the predicate.
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(b) being relations, prepositions are used and plac~~ the predicate.
Compare:

10. a text well written by John
11. a text written by John during the summer
(v) Normally in a communication process one chooses a main modification for
the object which is considered the 'starting paint'

(=

topic) of the communication,

This modification is expressed by a main verb and special rules hold for modifying
the main verb. The main verb is placed after the object it is modifying.
(vi) Attributes modifying the main verb are expressed in terms of adverbs
and place&before (but also after) the main verb ~ as in

12. John recently wrote a letter to Jane
Relations modifying the main verb are expressed by means of prepositions and

placed after the verb as in
13. John wrote a letter to Jane on the 14th of july.
Of course this sketchy

o~ine

is neither complete nor accurate, but it should

give at least some idea about the relation between communicative function and
part of speech/word order.

(2) Informative function
This brings us to a second major decision factor in the realization process.
It turns out that not only the role a concept plays in the communication
proce~s

is important but also in what way the concept is involved in the

information.We call the way in which a concept gets involved in th~

inioY.rTiatiOn

the informative function of the concept. As the relation between an e-iel"n8nt and the predicate to which this element is attached is called the case relation,
the informative function is given in terms of case relations.
Consider e.g. the concept TRANSLATE and the agent, result and source case. Then
we can use 'translate' e.g. to modify as a relation the agent as in
'John translating a book
or to modify as a relation the source as in
' a book translated by John •.• ' ,
Note the difference j_n the wordform of the predicate and in the case signals that
are used, but the equality of the part of speech and the word order.
As a second examples let us take

as function the introduction of objects, then

we can do this in connection with the agent as in
'the translator of a text
or in connection with the result as in
'the translation of a text by John
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As a third example let us take as function the main modification of an object.
We can do this in connection with the agent as in
'John translates a text
or in connection with the source as in
'A text was translated by John
Note again the difference in case signals and the form of the predicate but the
equality in position and part of speech.
Note that there are certain restrictions on the way in which a concept can get
involved in the information given a certain function. E.g. we can (in English)
not directly introduce the source of a translation

the result case cannot

be expressed if we use TRANSLATE to introduce the agent of the concept ,etc ..•
These restrictions are probably again language dependent although we could not
yet find a clear cut example .
It should be ciear from the examples that the involvement of the concept in
the information turns out to determine another part of the morphological
appearance of the predicate (e.g. or-ending vs. ion-ending in the second
example~

active vs. passive in the third one), Let us call that part'the

involvement signal'. It should also be clear that the infOrmative function
determines the outlook of the (surface) case frame attached to the predicate:
what case slots can be expressed and what signals are to be related to each
case signal.

Together with the informative function we have two special 'functions'
associated with a particular communicative function
( ll Mood
It turns out that the 'top' modifier (expressed in the main verb) can take
several forms such as 'imperative', 'question', 'probable

assertion'~

etc.,

We call this the mood-function of the concept. It tells how the who}e
propositional concent should be used in the communication process.
(2) Quantification
Also it is possible to refine the introducing function of some concepts.
These refinements are normally discussed in terms of quantifiers, and we
add therefore a
objects.

quantification function for each concept introducing

(The necessity for such a function was pointed out by Remko Scha)
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(3) Weight function

To make matters even more complicated a third dimension should be taken
into account and that is the ability of the communicator to stress certain
aspects of the information. This is reflected (for written texts) in the word order,

based on the idea that

if something is different from the way it is expected

to be, then it more strongly affects our attention.
The change of normal ward order due to str8ss is such a complicated matter

that we hardly dare to discuss it. Just to give one example from Dutch. Given
as normal word order
'Jan schreef sen brief'

(John wrote a letter)
stress on 'sen brief ' (a letter) leads to

' sen brief schreef Jan'

(a letter wrote John)
Note that not only the noun phrase which is stressed is brought in front of the
sentence but the position of the subject as regards the mqin verb of the sentence

is reversed, This illustates that the change in word order can affect the
whole pattern involved,

(4) Conclusions
From the above di'sct.Jssion it becomes mcire or less clear what knowledge should

be produced by the grammar, and

what factors will determine th.e

process.

Schematically:

1.functional signals

commwnicative
function

determines>

(=part of speech)
2. basic ward order
1. involvement signal
2. case signal

determine£)

deviation from basic
word order
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Note that the position that meaning based functions affect the way in which
the sentence is produced, is absent from the 'generative' treatment of
language, where a particular configuration is obtained by applying the
derivation relation

by trial and. error so to say. There is no 'control'

provided for the geoeration process or for the application of transformations.
The idea that there are certain factors stemming from the communication
situation which determine the formation of a sentence, should be credited
to the Pragoe linguistsa
notion of 'communicative dynamism' to affect

We consider however the
stro~gly

the extraction of

information (i.e. the order in which objects and concepts

~re

extracted

from the memory). What we study is what happens once it is known how a
particular

extraction operation is going.
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2. OVERVIEW OF THE PROCESS
Let us now turn to the process that may be capable of producing natural
language given the above linguistic assumptions.
The production process clearly starts by extracting information, i.e.
a n.umber of interrelated concepts, from a store (the memory). The concepts

(and the various links

betwee~

them) are then brought in contect with the

target language by relating them to predicates, i.e. names of concepts and
the caseslots associated with these predicates.We call a predicate together
with its various case slots an abstract or deep case frame. According to

the communicative , informative and weight function of the predicate a surface
case frame is constructed and related to this deep case frame. Th·B surface
case frame contains information about the part of speech of the. predicate,
the order in which the frame is to be realized, the case slots that are allowed
to be expressed. the case markers that will be issued to express each case
relation, etc .••• These surface case frames are the basis for the actual
realization. This includes chasing the actual word forms for the p·redicates
and adding the words to the target sentence in the correct order.
So, the following main tasks can be distinguished:
(i) extract the information from the memory
(ii) relate the information to the language specific patterns (the deep
case frames)
(iii) decide haw the case frames are to be realized, i.e. convert them to
surface case frames
(ivl realize the words and add them to the target sentence.
It is easy to see that each of these tasks draws upon certain knowledge, in
particular
{i) during the extraction of information the system consults the memory
[ii) during the binding of information, the system consults a list of the
abstract case frames, let us call such a list the semantic information about
the target language.
(iii) when deciding how to realize case
surface case frames are is

consulted~

frames~

information about what the

let us call such information the grammar

of the target language
(ivl when realizing the words, a morphology of the target language is
consulted.
It ]s also easy to see thqt to accomplish each linguistic activity, there must
be a way to apply this
each task.

~~

kno~tedge,

these are the algorithms associated with
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~

~
Schematically:~
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The inner circle contains the general supervisor which sends tasks to the
appropriate modules, the second circle contains the procedure for eachcomponent and the outer circle contains the knowledge consulted by each
procedure. Starting from an initial

task~

new tasks are created by each

component during the execution of previous tasks. when no tasks are left,
the process ends. So what we have is a task oriented

system~

that will work

by interaction of all components. The procedures are defining the mapping from

one configuration into one (or morel other configurations.

Seen in this way the knowledge is static, that means all the knowledge that
is ever going to be needed must be there explicitly. This is bad for the
following reasons (i) too much storage will be necessary, this will slow
down the consultation process and it will cost a lot of

space~

(ii) obvious

generalities are not captured.
It seems therefore appropriate to add another dimension to the whole system by
introducing active processes that create or change the knowledge far each
component.

J
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This is very obvious fOr some knowledge bases' such as the memory Tor which the

dyhamics are normally expressed in terms of inference mechanisms. It is also
obvious for the morpha1ogical information where ideally not each word farm

is stored but principles to construct the word forms.
The idea of dynamic knowledge base is however nat very common on the level
of the grammar or the abstract case frames that are used. We feel that it
is just as natural (and as necessary) here as on the other levels.

3, SUBSYSTEMS
We now discuss the different components and the knowledge structures that are
used in each component. We concentrate here on the 'linguistic' aspects,
especially the act·ual realization process, rather than the extraction of
information from memory.
3.1. Memory and the extraction of information
1

·Let us describe very roughly how the memory itself is supposed to be structured.
1

Note that we will only deal with information from episodic memory, i.e. the
properties of objects in a particular universe of discourse or the factual
knowledge~

rather thsh the communication of purely semantic knowledge •. There

are many other proposals for the structuring of memory, mostly stemming from
cognitive psychology or artificial intelligence research. The one given here
is comparable to the model of Rummelhart (1972),
1.

A universe of discourse consists of a set of objects and particular properties

(possibly

relations) of the objects. Let us assign to each object a unique node

and label it for ease of reference. Besides object nodes we must have a way of
representing the properties. For this purpose we introduce other nodes and call
them property nodes. We label these nodes with a signal indicating what property
is contained in the node. The object nodes are brought in contact with the concept
nodes by connecting them by lines. As a particular object node bas a particular
relation to a property, we will label these lines also. The labels are called
case indicators.
Finally we can bring properties in contact with other properties by connecting
their respective nodes by lines and labelling them also,
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Example 1.
Let P1, P2 and P3 be labels for properties, 01, 02, 03 labe}s for object nodes and
A1. A2, A3, A4 the case indicators then we can construct the following memory
structure:

A

03

Example 2.
Using English-like words for the labels of properties one can construct the

following example

agent

04

Note
1. Although we use

natu~al

language words as labels for the properties, they

should in no way be considered as such. Rather one should consider them as
expressions in some conceptual language, as e.g.

graphs used by Schank (1975),

use~

in the conceptual dependency
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2. Do not take these memory structures as a representation of

the"Con~nt

of a sentence. (In most systems there is no difference between the
memory representation and the representation uSed to specify what meaning

will be conveyed in a particular sentence.)
2.

The extraction of information is guided by various processes, in particular

cognitive or other psychological machinery (starting with a stimulus to communicate),
pragmatic knowledge such as to whom is the message addressed, what is the

speaker supposed to know about the subect matter, etc •.. (sse Bruce (1976) for
a· discussion of these aspects in the context of a production mechanism).
As a consequence the extraction process can only be made operational by
embeddin·g it in- another task environment such as a question/answering system
or a problem solver) 1 where there is a need to communicate particular informatipn.
However as we want to concentrate on the production pr.ocess itself we will have

to find a way out of this. The solution that we have taken is to simulate the
extraction process by giving the result of it, expressed in s·ome format,

as input to the
~-

There are some

mechanism.

p~od~ction

.
quest1ons

'

that should first bs de<t with

'

(1) Is the extraction of information guided by the linguistic information or

in ather words is there a'normal way' of doing it for a particular community
of language producers, and if sa what is the way,
(2) Is the extraction process language dependent ? That means does a speaker
of English extract in another way information from ·his memory than a
speaker of German ?

To be honnest for both questions we have to say that we do not (yet ?) know it.
Some speculations however, the first question is likely to be answered affirmitively,
because e.g. the case slots appear in a definite order •

Also the modifications

of a verb e.g. appear in a particular order. (As long as no stress is involved
of course). E.g. in English you seem to mention first the place indication and
then the time indication as in
'I went to the park this morning'
whereas
' L went this morning to the park'
is only appropriate when 'morning' is Stressed.

Also adjectives in front of the noun seem to appear in a definite normal
order as in

,' she has beautiful long red hair'
whereas
' she has red long beautiful hair'
is less appropriate.

-

1$ -

Nbw for the second question, it is clearfrOm observation that there are
differences among languages as regards the preferential word order. The

normal way of saying
'I went to the park

this morning' in Dutch is

' Ik ben vanmorgen naar het park geweest'
and not
' Ik ben naar het park vanmorgen geweest'
(unless there is stress on 1 park':l.

Does this mean that Dutch speaking people extract information about the time
first and then about the location, whereas the English speaking ones do it
in a reverse way ? Or are there some mechanisms that take the same list but

reverse it either for Enelish or Tor Dutch ?

we will take the position that the order in which the information is extracted
is indeed fixed and unversal although it will be quite a problem to say
for particular series what the general principle of extraction is. (It is
very difficult for the adjectives e.g., see De Schutter (1876) for an attempt
to salve that problem for_ Dutch). We come back on these issues in forthcoming
papers.
(Remark:the whole issue of word order is currently the focus of interest for
many linguists, mostly stemming from a framework provided by Greenberg (1965))

Now we start our discussion about how the result of an extraction process
might be expressed, we give first an example of a possible extraction process
for the memory structure given in example 2.

Example 3,
'Let us say something about the object node 02, first we decide how to
introduce 02, let _us do that by means of its proper name, then we decide about
the basic topic to be discussed in connection

with 02; WRITE.

With WRITE

several other case slots are connected. We decide to realize the result case.
Also we realize the concept PAST with WRITE; Now we have to choose a way
of introducing 03. For this purpose we pick one of the properties attached
to 03, namely TRANSLATE.With

'TRANSLATE' another case slot is being associated

in which the object D4 is located. To introduce 04 we use the concept LOVE. With
LOVE we realize the patient case which yields 01. To realize 01 we use its
1

proper name which is MARILYN MONROE', The sentence resulting from· this extraction
process might be the following one: 'John wrote a text which was translated by
someone who loves Marilyn Monroe'.

1
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from

Res~lting

~

extraction processes many ather sentences are possible

for the same piece of memory. E.g.:

'John wrote about MariJyn Monroe',
The translator of a text written by John loves Marilyn Monroe'
The author of a

text about Marilyn Monroe is called John'

Marilyn Monroe is being loved by someone',etc ••••
Now we design a format in which the result of the extraction process can
be expressed. Note that other formats are possible and this depends of
course fully on the structure of the factual knowledge in the episodic

memory.
Let us call the result of an extraction process a source expression (as it
is input for the production mechanism). The format of source expressions is
defined by means of a context-free grammar (in BNF-aotatian) as follows
(a) Simple patterns
From previous discussion it becomes clear that a source

express~on

will contain

various properties. Also for each propspty it will be necessary to specify how
it is related to the object node, i.e. we have to specify the case indicator
under consideration. ( the informative function) .
This yields:
(pattern)

:: =

( (case indicator;>

(property label:> l

A pattern is associated with an object node in the following way:
(source>

: :=

( (object label)

(pattern) l

Example:
(02

(Prop name

JOHN l l

(b) First extension
It turns out that a number of additional properties are associated with each
concept. These additional properties are not realized as seperate words (although
that could bel but incorporated in the natural language word corresponding to the
concept. Examples of additional properties are gender, time, number, etc ••
The list of additional propsrties contains also the mood-function for
the main modifier and the quantification-function for the concepts introducing
an object.
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We write this list of additional properties after the concept label. If there
are no additional propert!i..es '.-Je write NIL (the null list).

(case indic)

<:pattern> :: =

(concept label)

(addif prop.>

J

Example:
(AGENT

(02

(MALE))

WRITE

(Additional Properties are also a way to distinguish

subconcepts~

although

we did not yet work this out already)

In addition we want to associate different case slots with each concept. This is
dane by adding a list of case slots to the pattern, where the first itmm in the
list is the key word CASES and the rest of the list contains pairs of case
indicators and labels for object nodes.

<pattern 7

: :=

( (case indic)

(concept label) .(add i t prop.')

(CASES
(The -"

<case indic

> (object

label)

l 'I'

is the Kleene operator)

Example:
(i) (02

(AGENT WRITE
(CASES

(ii)

(01 (PATIENT LOVE

(MALE)
(SOURCE 01)
NIL

(RESULT 03))))
(AGENT 04))))

(CASES

(c) Second' extension

As a concept can be used to modify another concept, we add other key words to a pattern
with a list of the concepts involved. For the time being we add only one
particular key word namely MOD (from modification)
So we get
(pattern )

..

( (case indic>

(concept label)

(CASES

( (case indic (

(MOO (pattern
(note the recursion on

(pattern)

J

(add it properties)

>" JJ

(object label/> lit J
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Exe:mple:
The extraction process given previously (as example 3) corresponds to the
following source expressions:

(02 (PROPNAME JOHN

NIL (MOD

(03

(SOURCE

(04

(AGENT LOVE NIL ( CASES ( PATIENT 01))))

(01

TRANSLATE

(PROPNAME

NIL

(AGENT WRITE (PAST)

(CASES ( RESULT 03))]]))

(CASES (AGENT 04))))

(MARILYN MONROE) NIL))

(Technical remark: as a general rule we write a unit between brackets if

there is more than one element, e.g. MARILYN MONROE is a concept with two
eleme'nts, so we write it between brackets, the same holds e.g. for the

list of additional properties and other lists that wlll be met with.
This is of course a matter of defining the list processing activities

accordingly J
The last extension is one specifying the main modification of an object,

this is done by having a special pattern under the keyword TOP.

(d) summary
The rules of the complete grammar defining source expressions are then:
(source expression)

(pattern ')

: :=

( (object label) (pattern

>

: :=
((case indic) (concept label) (addit prop)

lcCASES

[!

(case indic

MOD <pattern

[crop

<pattern ')

> cl'

> <object

label

>

l }

J}

where square brackets denote optional elements.
Note that source expressions are actually list structures in list natation.
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3.2.

Relating concepts to predicates of the target language

Now we come to the second sort of

tasks~

those where concepts are related

to predicates (i.e. names for those concepts) on the basis of semantic
information
Let us define an abstract case frame to consist of
(i) a predicate (i.e. the name of a sequence of properties]
(ii) a set of case slots (i.e. the particular relations that can hold between

objects and the predicate involved), seen from the semantic interpretation
point of view, these case slots are the various arguments for the procedures
associated with the predicate
(iii) for each case slot we also specify the type of the arguments that can
fill the slot, i.e. a value restriction. We define the type of the argument by
specifying a sequence of s_emantic properties that the objects which might fill
the case slots are supposed to have (not necessarily but preferentially).
These s:emantic properties could be called the selection restrictions for that
case

slot.

(Note that for the predicates we will again use English words although further
processing is necessary before we reach the actual word of the language)
The association of a case frame with a concept consists of a matching process
between a sequence of properties in the memory and a series of properties
associated with a predicate. Also the different case relations that occur in
the memory are matched against the case relations found in the case frames, and
the various objects depending on these case relations are associated to their
corresponding argument place or case slot in the case frame.
(As B. Rieger pointed out to me, it is probably so that 'fuzzy' principles
are guiding these matching processes.)
The last process can be compared to the process of lambda-conversion {as it
is used in Church's lambda-calculus (Church, 1941)) and in the programming
language LISP). Also here one starts from 'abstracted' forms or frames
containing a function name and various slots for arguments (the bound variables).
The bound variables are then brought into contact with the actual arguments
by pairing the values of the actual arguments to the bound variables ori the
aseociation list.
Moreover the analysis process might also be regarded as such a conversion process,
so

~

we obtain a two-way convertibility of the deep case

frames~

one way from
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the memory and another way from the language input. This I suggests
interesting perspectives far the design of analysis routines and we
will _come back on this in forthcoming: work • Note that -l'or other
tasks such as inference making the information has also to be ba.und

to the abstract frames, seen in t,his way the abstract frames are really

the)filter• through which all activities pass:

...

r-------------~~canversion

episodic

conversion

information

input
sentence

store

inference
and other cognitive
operations
Another way to express what happens when the abstract frames are related
to factual knowledge is to consider ths memory structures as instantiations
of the concepts in the abstract case frames and the main task is then to find
abstract case frames such that particular information can be regarded as
an instantiation.
Schematically:

factual knowledge

abstract frames
value restriction

,.,.

val~or
/

_____

--

.,

I

I

in.,SJ:i-arltiation of

02

..........

--

I

_.....

1f

I
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3.3. From abstract to surface case frames
Given such a deep case frame and a temporary association to
memory~

obje_~ts

in the

it must then be decided what signals will be used to externalize

the case frame. As we discussed earlier this goes in such a way thut for each
cofft:ept the informative, communicative and weight .function will lead to a

decieian on
(il the part of speech of the predicate
(ii) the occurrence (before or after the unit which the concept is modifying)

(iii) the occurence of the other case slots (before or after the predicate)
(ivl additional morphological signals
(v) what case slots may occur
(vi) the signals of the case slots.
With a dynamic knowledge base, w e can state the above information in an
abstract manner, and apply it to yield the desired surface rules. The knowledge
about how a case frame should be realized is applied by creating tasks for
each aspect of the frame as we will see in section 5.
3.4. Morphological information
A predicate takes different external'appearances depending partially on its
communicative and informative function. Other aspects that

determin~

the

outlook of a predicate are
(1) additional

prope~ties

not realized by separate words

(2) signals following from the surface case frames (such as affixes which act
as case markers)
(3) in addition some prediqates take signals from predicates that they
i

further modify (e.g. adjective from noun or mainverb from subject)
During the production process such features are gradually collected on a so
called feature list. The morphological information will then consist

of

associations of feature lists with word forms for each predicate. As a rule the
wordform which embodies most features is chosen. In an ideal situation this
mapping from feature lists to word forms is expressed as ·a

procedure~

our (first) experiments we will define the mapping explicitly.

but in
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4. The whole system
We now describe a first experimental version of a production mechanism
that was implemented and tested for small linguistic data in 4 languages:

English, German, French and Dutch.
The progra_m cqnpists of 3 modules and a control module. Communication of

data and flow of control goes by means of tasks. The control module
constructs the initial task, takes succefively tasks from the task list

and sends them to the three other modules, except when the task is to
simply add a word to the target sentence. When no tasks are left, the control
module returns to the main program to read another source expression.

The tasks consists of 4-tuples W1, W2, W3, W4 each element of which may
contain a particular sort of information depending on the sort of tasks.

There

ar~

l. sorts

of tasks:

(1) Tasks to find a source expression related to a particular object node
label. This sort of tasks is issued when a case indicator has been found with

an object node filling the case slot.
In this case
W1

the keyword CASES

W2

a pointer to the relevant part of the source expression

prBvious

worked upon
W3 =a-pointer to the frame in the grammar associated with_the predicate

from which the case is depending;
W4

=

a feature list already assomiated with the object node.

Such a task (which we call a case task) is processed by MODULE 1 • After
processing a new task is created of the second type.
(2) The second type of tasks is meant to search in the case frames of the
target language to find out how a particular concept should be expressed.
that means (i) to search for a predicate..:-related to the concept. (ii) to

find relevant surTace case frames, (iii) to find the word form for the

feature list of the predicate. We call this sort of tasks concept tasks
they are processed by

,MODULE 2

In this case:

W1

the function of the predicate

W2

a painter to the relevant part of the source expression

W3

empty

W4

feature list associated with the predicate

After

p~ocessing

new tasks are created of type 3.
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The third module (MODULE 3) starts working after module 2. It performs
the process of task building. It takes a concept task( the same as was
processed in module 2) and creates new tasks for depending case relations,
modifications, etc, .• on the basis of the sour'Ce expression.

Special facilities:
In addition to the usual flow of control we provide the following
special facilities:
(i) if an object node has already been

r~alized,

it will the second time

be realized as a pronoun. If so, the morphology is consulted with the
feature list then available and with as predic9te a sign for the pronouns.
Also if the pronoun refers to the subject, the feature 'self' is added
and realized morphologically.
(ii) there are two special cases where features in the feature list of

a certain predicate are realized as

words~

this is the case for auxiliaries

and determiners.
This is noticed during task building and the appropriate tasks are created
to realize these words and tb realize the rest of the features later on.

Examples
To see more clearly how a production process is going, we give some
output of the program simulating the process. We do this for an
English sentence and give examples for French, German

and Dutch afterwards.

The reader is advised to study the comments given by the program.
A technical description of the program will appear later when a second
version of the implementation is complete.

INPUT I
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******
IN I
(ENGLISH

( (Otl CAGENT WRIT! (OEI'l

CTOP MAIN AFFIRM (AGENT WRITE FUTURE
(CASES (RESULT 02 llllll
C02 (RfSULT WRITE CUNDEF FJCTIVE)
(CASES (SOURCE O!ll
(!!FORE (RESULT WRITE NIL
tBEFORE (HOW GOOD NIL))

,

))

(OJ O•FioF'NAME

(MARILYN MONROE!)!

)

ST.EP

t

·····--·

FIRST TASK CFIEATED
ENTER MODULE 2 * CURRENT TASK WORKS ON THE FOLLOWING CONCEPT

OUT I
WRITE

AOOITIO~AL F'ROPERTIES ADDEO
WOROST!M FOUND
PHT!RIII FOUND
~EATURES FROM CASE SLOT ADDED
LIST OF FEATURES ALREADY ASSOCIATED WITH WOROSTEMI .

OIJTI

(DEF PERSON !
SIGNAL

~UNCTIONAL

IS 1

OIJTI

NOUN

BUILDING * !NT!R MODIJLE 3
TASK yoR VER8 CREATED
REALIZATION TASK FOR PREDICATE CREATED
AEALJSATI.ON TASK FOR DETERMINER C:REATEP

TASK

STEP

2

······-·
WO~D

ADDED , PARTIAL RESULT I

OUT I
(THE l

......
......
WORD ADDED

STEP

~

~

1

F'AFITIAL RESULT

I

OUT I
(THE AUTHOR l

STEP

4

ENTER

~ODU~E

2

*

CURRENT

TAS~

WORKS ON THE FOLLOWING CONCEPT :

OUT I
WRIT I!
ADDITioNAl PROPERTIES ADDED
WDRDST!!M FOUND
PATTERN FDUNO
~EATURES FROM CASE SLOT ADDED
LIST OF FEATURES ALREAOV ASSOCIATED WITH WORDSTEMI
OUT I
CDEF

~!RSON FUTURE )
~UNCTioNAL SIGNAL IS

DLJTI
MUNV
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TASK

BUI~OING

AUwi~IARy

* ENTER

MODU~E

3

FOUND

OUT I

(WIL~ JNFIN AFTER )
TASKS ~REATEO FoR TOP ~EVEL
REaLIZaTION TASK FOR PRfOICATE CREATED

STEP

~

~----·-·

WORD AOOED , PARTIAL RESULT I
OUT I
CT"E AUTHOR WILL l
STEP

~

··-··--·
TASK

Bui~DI~G • ENTER MoDULE 3
TaSKS FOR aUXILIARIES ADDED

STEP

1

...........
WORD ADDED

OIJTI
CTME AUTHOR
STEP

, PARTIAL RESULT
WJ~L

I

WRITE l

8

~--..-····

TASK ON FILLING THE CASE S~OT * ENTER MODULE I .
CASE INDICATOR FOUND IN GRAMMAR
OBJECT NODE FOUND
NEW TASK CREATED TO REALIZE OBJECT NODE
CU~RENy

STEP

'I

~~~~----·-·
ENTER
MODULE 2

*

CURRENT TASK WORKS ON THE FOLLOWING CONCEPT

OUT I
WRIT I!
ADDITIONAL PROPERTIES ADDED
WORDSTf!M FOUND
PATTERN FOUND
,~ATUR~S fROM CASE SLOT ADDEO
~IST OF FEATURES
ALR~AOV ASSOCIATED

~ITH

OUT I
[OBJECTIVE UNOEF FICTIVE OBJECT )
'UNCTI"NAk SIGNA~ IS 1

OUT I
IIIOUN
TASK BUILDING • ENTER MODULE 3
TaSK wtTM CASES ADDED
REALIZATION TASK FOR PREDICATE CREATED
NEW TASK WITH BEFORE MOQICIATlON
REALISATION TASK FOR DETERMINER CREATED

....
.., ...
WORD ADDEO
STEP 1111

OIJTI
CTHE AUTHOR

, PARTlAk RESULT I
WJL~

WRITE A )

WOROSTEMI

~!~:.!~.
!NTf~

~ODULE

2

*

-
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CURRENT TASK WORKS ON THE FOLLOWING CONCEPT

1

OUTI
WRIT I!
WOROST p;M FOUND
P ATT!RN FOU"'O
FI!ATUR!S FROM CASE SLOT ADDED
LIST OF FEATURES ALREADY ASSOCIATED WITH WOROSTEM:
OUT I
(OBJECTIVE UNDfF FICTIVE
FUNCTIONAL SIG"'AL IS I

~~Ih PARTIC

l

....
,., ....
ENTER MODULE

2

OBJ~CT

)

* ENTER MODULE 3
REALIZATION TASK FOR PREDICATE CREATED
N(W TASK WITH BEFORE MOOICIATION

TASK BUILDING

STEP U

*

CURRENT TASK WORKS ON THE FOLLOWI"'G CONCEPT I

OUT I
GOOO
WORDST!M FOUND
PATT!!RIII FOUND
FEATUR!S FROM CASE SLOT ADDEO
LIST OF FEATURES ALREADY ASSOCIATED WITH WORDSTEMI
DUTI

NIL

FUNCTIONAL SIGNAL IS

1

OUT I
ADV
TASK BUILDING * ENTER MODULE 3
REALIZATION TASK FOR PREDICATE CREATED
STEP

....

~~

,..~···

lo/O~D

ADDEO

•

f>ARTlAL RESULT I

OUT!
CTH! AUTHOR WILL WRIT£ A WELL

'I

STEP 14
'~~~~'""!I'""••••

lo/01!0 ADDEO

~¥~!

'

PARTIAL RESULT

I

AUTHOR WILL WRITE A WELL WRITTEN

)

ST'EP 1.,

····-···

WORD ADDEO , PARTIAL RESULT I

OUT I
UH! AUTHOR WILL WRITE A WELL WRITTEN NOVEL )
STEP

u

••••••••
CURRENT TASK ON FILLING THE CASE SLOT * ENTER MODULE I

CASE lNOICATOR FOUND IN GRAMMAR
II'R!POSTION ADDED
OBJECT NODE FOUND
.
NEW TASk CR!AT!D TO R!ALIZ! OBJECT NODE

........
ENTER MODULE 2 * CURRENT TASK WORKS ON THE FOLLOWING CONCEPT
IT!P I!
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..,

OUT I
(MARILYN MONROE )
TASK BUILDING * ENTER MODULE 3
REALIZATION TASK FOR PREDICATE
STEP

~REATEO

Is

··---·--

WORD AODED ,

OUT I
(THE AUTHOR

pARTIA~
WIL~

RESULT

I

WRITE A WELL WRITTEN NOVEL ABOUT MAR!LVN MONROE l

STEP lCI

----····
3,&5& SECONDS OF P ROCESSINGl

OUTI
(THE AUTHOR WILL WRITE A WELL WRITTEN NOVEL ABOUT MARILYN

Or without the comments·on the production

IN I
(!NGLUH
l(Oll(AGENT WRIT! CD!~l
(TOP M4lN AFFIRM (AGENT WRITE FUTURE
(CASES (RESULT 02 l)l)))
(02 CR!SULT WRITE (UNDEF FlCTJVEl
CC4sES CSOURCI 03))
CB£F0RE (RESULT WRITE NIL
f&EFORE (HOw GOOD NIL)l

,

"(O)(PROPNAME (MARtL¥N MONRO!)))
)

FINAL RESULT (OBTAINED AFTER

MON~OE

)
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Now we given. the German example with the same source expression, note
the case affixes, the different prosition of the case slots attached
to the concept realized by the main verb.

IN,.UTI

******
IN I

f~S~~f~GENT

WRITE CDEFI
(TOP MAIN AFFIRM (AGENT ~RITE FUTURE
(CASES CRESUI.. T 02 )) )) ))
C02 (RESULT ~RITE (UNDEF FICTIVE)
(CAsES (SOURCE Ol))
CB~FORE (RESULT WRITE NIL
t8EFORE cHOW GOOO NIL))
l)

))

.

.

.

CO!(P~OPNAME

(MARILYN MONROE)))

)

FINAL RESULT (OBTAINED AFTER

1,039 SECONDS OF P ROCESSINGl

'

OUT I
COER AUTOR WIRD EINEN GUT GESCHRIEBENEN ROMAN UEBER MARILVN MONROE SC
HREIBEN )
--

I

Dutch example:

INPUT I

*****"
f~ufcH

(COil (AGENT WRITE (OEFl

(TOP MAIN AFFIRM (AGENT WRITE fUTURE
(CASES (RESULT 02 l)llll
COZ (R[SULT WRITE CUNOEF FICTIVE)

,
,

'?~~~8R~ 5 ~W,~5L~ 3 ~~ITE

NIL
(BEFORE cHOW GDOO NILll

))

CO!CPROPNAME (MARILYN MONROE)))

FINAL RESULT (OBTAINED AFTER

0,859 SECONDS OF P ROCESSING'

OUT I
[DE SCHRlJViR ZAL !EN GO!O G!SCHREVEN ROMAN
JVEN l

OVE~

MARILYN MONROE SCMRI
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Now the French example, note that the time indication realized in the
main verb is notexternalized as an additional word, but by the ~arphological
sig~als in the verb itself.

INPUT;

******
IN I
(fRENC!ot
[(OI) (AGENT WRITE CDEF")
(TOP MAIN AFFIRM (AGENT WRITE FUTURE
(CASES (RESULT 02 ))llll
(02 CRFSULT WRITE CUNDEF FICTIVE)
(CAsU (SOURCE 03l)
~BEFORE (HOW GOOD NIL))
))

(03(PROPNAME CMAAILVN MONROE)))
l

FINAL RESULT (OBTAINED AfTER

1,2q7 SECONDS OF P ROtESSINGl

OUT I
CL• ECRIVAIN ECRIVERA UN BON ROMAN SUR MARILYN MONROE l
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5. CONCLUSIONS
We briefly sketched a way of producing natural language. The main deviations
from the usual treatment are
(i) the

production process is guided by meaning- based principles such

as the informative, communicative and weight function of each concept.
(ii) the production is based on case frames rather t-han phrase structure

rules

(iii) the knowledge consulted by all components is dynamic
(ivl the system is task-oriented and works by interaction of all
components, this leeds to a _clear 'from left to right' production.

(v) no intermediate structures are produced, the necessary ihformation
is solely distributed via the items contained in a task
For parsing systems one often makes the distincti,on between syntax-directed

systems (such as Woods' ATN-parser, Woods(1973ll and semantics-directed
systems (such as Wilks'analyzer (Wilks,1975) and Riesbeck's parser (Riesbsck (197511.
Clearly what we have tried to do is to

desig~

a semantics-directed producer,

rather t-han. a syntax-directed producer based on .a ps-grammar or

ATN~grammar

(as e.g. the producer by Goldman (19751).
Further references
We tried (in cooperation with o. Vermeirl to formalize the notion of the
(surface) grammar used in the production system, in terms of formal language
theoretic notions. The resulting type of grammar has been termed 'completion
grammar' and. results appeared in Steels (1976al,Steels (1976b) and Steels and
Vermeir (1976c). We are also working on an analysis procedure based on the
same linguistic assumptions.
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